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DECISION AND ORDER

Pursuant to Title 16, Subtitle 6, of the Howard County Code, notice having been

properly published, the Historic Preservation Commission (“Commission“) convened a

public hearing on November 3, 2022 to hear and consider the application of Jillian Joseph

(“Applicant“)? for a Certificate of Approval to make exterior alterations at Parking Lot D,

Hamilton Street9 vicinity of 1 0 Hamilton Street/across the street from the rear of 8267 Main

Street> Ellicott City9 Maryland (the “Subject Property”). The Commission members

present were Erica Zoren9 Bruno Reich, Julianne Danna and Ellen Flynn Giles. The

following documents, incorporated into the record by reference, are applicable to this case:

( 1 ) the appropriate provisions of the Howard County Charter and the Howard County Code,

including the Howard County Zoning Regulations; (2) the General Plan for Howard

County; (3) the application for a Certificate of Approval and associated records on file with

the Commission; (4) the Agenda for the November 3, 2022 Commission meeting; (5) the

Ellicott City Historic District Design Guidelines, May, 1998 (the “Design Guidelines” or

“Guidelines”); and (6) the general design guidelines listed in Rule 107 of the Commission’s

Rules of Procedure.
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Summary of '1 estimony

Ms. Samantha Holmes, Staff to the Commission, presented the application,

identifying the work proposed by the Applicant for which approval is requested, and the

Staffs recommendation and the basis for the recommendation. Copies of Staffs

recommendation and the application were provided to each Commission member and

reviewed with the Commission by Ms. Holmes. The Applicant testified in support of the

application.

Findings of Fact

Based upon the evidence, the Commission makes the following findings of fact:

The Subject Property

This property is located in the Ellicott City Historic District and consists of a small

pocket park9 located in Parking Lot D at the intersection of Hamilton Street (to the rear of

the Visitor’s Center at 8267 Main Street). This case was continued from the October 2022

HPC meeting, as the Commission expressed concern on the proposed location of

installation, size and material of the kiosk.

B. Proposed Improvements

The Applicant proposes to install a kiosk in the center of the pocket park. The kiosk

will be the Cornerstone C'lassic Kiosk9 and will be 36 inches wide by 36 inches deep and

86 inches high. The application explains that the kiosk “will be constructed of a synthetic

material that is impervious to weather, insects or rot. The surface is coated in a PoIY-Amc)ur

Hardc,.oat resulting in a highly impact resistant structure, ideal for high traffic areas. A

textured finish is utilized to offer a final product that is less prone to graffiti.“ The

manufacturer’s literature states the material is an expanded Polystyrene (foam) with a PoIY-

A•
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Armor Polymer TM finish. The Applicant proposes to paint the kiosk Benjamin Moore

Natural Linen. The kiosk will contain a poster cabinet on four sides of the kiosk and will

be 24 inches wide by 57 inches high, to contain a poster that is 19.75 inches wide by 52.75

inches high. A plaque above each cabinet will read “Ellicott City Historic District.” The

material of the plaque is unknown

Howard County Department of Public Works, the property owner, will coordinate

with the foundation of the kiosk and infill any visible areas outside the base of the kiosk

with brick to match the adjacent walkway.

C. Staff Report

Chapter 10: Parking Lots, Public Streets and Street Furniture

1) Chapter 10 explains1 ''Most street .furniture consists of modern necessities not
found along Etlicott City's original narrow streets. Utility poles, overhead wires,
traffIC signals, street signs, directional signs, street lights, newspaper boxes, trash
receptacles, and telephone booths are among the items found in Etticott City's
public rights-of-way. This accumulation contributes to a cluttered public
environment that can detract from appreciation of the town's historic structures.
To minimize clutter, special care should be given to the design and location of street
furniture. Well-designed street furniture not only avoids detracting from the
historic setting, but also helps to identify Ellicott City as a historic district.

2) Chapter 10 recommends.
a. “Use street furniture that is simple in design and constructed of traditional

materials such as wood and dark metal. “

b. “Select street furniture that reinforces Etlicott City's identity as a historic
district.

The proposed kiosk is of a traditional, historic design that will blend well with

Ellicott City’s historic fabric. The proposed off-white color complies with previous

approvals for exterior furniture and building colors for painted wood.

The material is stated to be a synthetic that is impervious to rot. The manufacturers

literature shows the material is an expanded Polystyrene (foam) with a Poly-Armor

Polymer TM finishing coating. The Applicant has provided a sample of the material, shown
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in Figures 7-9. This material is not found in, and has not previously been approved for use

in9 Ellicott City. The Commission should determine if the material complies with the

Guideline recommendation to “use street furniture that is simple in design and constructed

of traditional materials such as wood and dark metal.“

3) Chapter 10 recommends, “Particularly along the commercial section of Main
Street, place street furniture in areas where the sidewalk is wider or where adjacent
public open space (such as the plaza next to the railroad museum) provides a more
spacious public environment.

J)

4) Chapter 10 recommends against, “New items of street furniture that are not
necessary or that obstruct or hinder vehicular or pedestrian traffIC.

The placement of the kiosk complies with the Guidelines, as it will be located in

the center of a small pocket park which currently contains a garden area, and will not be

located on narrow sidewalks that would impede vehicular or pedestrian traffic.

D. Staff Recommendation

Staff recommends the HP(_' determine if the application complies with the

Guidelines and approve, modify or deny accordingly.

E. Testimony

Ms. Zoren swore in Jillian Joseph from the Ellicott City Partnership (ECP) and

Robert Hollenbeck from the Department of Public Works (DPW). Ms. Joseph gave a

presentation and explained that the ECP’s goal is to invest in the promotion of town in a

cost-effective manner. She said the project was developed in consultation with the Ellicott

city Watershed Master Plan. Ms. Joseph showed a photo of a pedestal kiosk sign from

Frederick and explained that she walked past it at first and found the graphics hard to read.

The sign was of a smaller scale than that proposed by the ECP. She said their signage will

provide guidance for hikers and out of town visitors, highlight Patapsco Valley State Park

trail heads, promote seasonal events and more.
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Mr. Hollenbeck said the County is attempting to progress policies that were

outlined in the Watershed Master Plan, specifically relating to wayfinding. He said there

are broader efforts in wayfinding taking place in Ellicott City and grants secured. He said

the larger wayfinding program is still many years away from taking place, and that the ECP

is trying to handle the issues they have seen regarding wayfinding in the short term, with

the funds they have available.

Ms. Joseph explained that other location options were looked at and she presented

a slide showing one alternate location. She said there were several engineers looking at the

location for sight lines and ADA approach. She said the original location in the pocket park

is the preferred location. She showed a scaled rendering they had created of the kiosk in

the park to show that historic Tonge Row was not impacted. Ms. Joseph explained the

alternate location that was looked at, the open bench and picnic table area in Lot D, is next

to the circular pocket park. She said there is no readily accessible ADA approach and it is

less visible from primary vehicular area.

Ms. Joseph showed the current proposed style of the kiosk, which was amended to

be 4-sided) with two long posters and two shorter posters with panels below. Ms. Joseph

confirmed that the textured side of the sample is the proposed material for the kiosk. She

said it is a very cost-effective product for meeting their project goals, and yet the kiosk

could be removed in the future and upgraded if needed. She said they will use a black color

for the kiosk.

Ms. Danna said the material was not compliant with the Guidelines, which

specifically state not to use plastic. She said it was not wood or metal as recommended.

Ms. Danna liked the alternate location and said it was better than the original locatlon. Ms.
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Danna noted that ADA signs typically have two pedestals so that someone in a wheelchair

can approach. Ms. Danna also noted that the sign had four sides and was very busy.

Ms. Flynn Giles preferred the original location in the circular walkway and found

it more helpful to provide information. She said the kiosk made a purpose for the gathering

space in the circular park and did not complicate the area with the picnic tables. She said

the circular area was more open and a logical place for people to come to in order to look

at a map. She said the black was more fitting with the other designs. She did not find the

material to be an issue, and said it was also a structure, not just a sign. Ms. Flynn Giles said

the rough texture gives her a sense of wood and said the Guidelines did not say to only use

wood or metal.

Mr. Reich asked about the material, stating he could not recall another foam

material. He did not see any issues with either location. Mr. Reich asked if this was

temporary9 forever placement> or will it be used in other locations throughout the District.

Ms. Joseph said that right now it was for a one-time installation of a kiosk.

Ms. Zoren explained that the material resembles a rough-face stucco. She said they

have been able to peel it, puncture it and the inside was just Styrofoam. Ms. Danna said

she saw the sample and agreed with Ms. Zoren. Ms. Zoren said she agreed with the color

black9 the overall intention and scale of the sign. She said she would prefer to see all four

sign sizes shortened above the chair rail, rather than two long sign panels. She said four

sides above the chair rail would keep the scale more appropriate and that it is visually

jarring with the different sign sizes. She said that either location was acceptable to her- She

said the material was not in the Guidelines? and it does not adhere to the Guidelines,
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whether it is a sign, street furniture or small structures. The Guidelines call for wood, metal,

more natural materials.

Ms. Joseph asked if the kiosk would be acceptable if she amended the material to

wood. The Commissioners agreed it would be acceptable if it matched the design proposed,

but used wood. Ms. Joseph said she would change the material to wood, using the design

exactly as submitted. Ms. Haskins clarified for the record, that the application was being

amended so that the design will remain the same, but the kiosk will be constructed out of

wood.

The Commissioners discussed the location. Ms. Danna asked how the alternate

location is less ADA accessible, given it is just a continuation of the existing flat walkway.

Mr. Hollenbeck said both are accessible, but one is more convenient if you are mobility

impaired.

Ms. Zoren asked the Commissioners about the poster size versus chair rail size. Ms.

Flynn Giles said there is an advantage to a long poster as there will be a map in two

languages and it could be helpful to have the height of the larger poster. Ms. Danna

preferred the half size. Mr. Reich did not have an issue with the long size and said it is an

aesthetic decision and did not find the Guidelines made recommendations on that item.

Ms. Haskins confirmed that the application pending now was the different sized

panels9 wood as amended9 color black as amended and the preferred location.

F. Motion

Motionl: Ms. Flynn Giles moved to approve the kiosk as submitted, with the

following amendments: the color be black, and the color be wood rather than polystYrene

] An initial Motion died for lack of a second.
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as originally submitted. Mr. Reich seconded. Ms. Flynn Giles, Mr. Reich, Ms. Danna and

Ms. Zoren approved. The motion was unanimously approved.

Motion: Ms. Flynn Giles moved to approve the design on the panels as submitted.

Mr. Reich seconded. Ms. Danna denied. The motion passed 3 to 1.

Motion: Ms. Flynn Giles moved to approve the kiosk location noted as the

preferred location9 the circular pocket park, in the application. Mr. Reich seconded. Ms.

Danna denied. The motion passed 3 to 1

Conclusions of Law

Based upon the foregoing Findings of Fact, the Commission concludes as follows:

A. Standards of Review

The standards for review of an application for a Certificate of Approval are set forth

in Section 16.607 of the Howard County Code and require consideration of:

(1) The historic, architectural, or archaeological value or significance of the
structure and its relationship to the historic value of the surrounding area;
(2) The relationship of the exterior architectural features of such structure to the
remainder of the structure and to the surrounding area;
(3) The general compatibility of exterior design, scale, proportion)
arrangement9 texture and materials proposed to be used; and
(4) Any other factors, including aesthetic factors, which the Commission deems
to be pertinent.

Section 16.607(c) of the Code further provides:

It is the intent of this subtitle that the Commission be strict in its judgment of plans
for contributing structures. It is also the intent of this subtitle that the Commission
shall be lenient in its judgment of plans for structures of little historic value or plans
for new construction> except where such plans would seriously impair the historic
or architectural value of surrounding structures or the surroundlng area.

Section 16.607(d) authorizes the Commission to adopt guidelines for its review of

applications based on the standards set forth in the Code. Pursuant to this authority, the

Commission has adopted the Ellicott City Historic District Design Guidelines. Chapter 10
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sets forth the relevant recommendations for Parking Lots, Public Streets and Street

Furniture in the Historic District, as detailed in the Findings of Fact, part C.

B. Application of Standards

Applying these standards and guidelines to the Subject Property, the Commission

finds that it contributes to Ellicott City’s historic significance. Consequently, in reviewing

the application, the Commission will be strict in its judgment. The Commission finds that

the Applicant’s proposal would not impair the historic or architectural value of the

surrounding area. The Commission finds that the proposal is consistent with the

Guidelines. The evidence supports this conclusion.

The Applicant proposes to install a kiosk in the center of the pocket park. The kiosk

will be the Cornerstone Classic Kiosk, and will be 36 inches wide by 36 inches deep and

86 inches high. The kiosk will be black and constructed with wood. It will contain a poster

cabinet on four sides of the kiosk and there will be two full length and two half-length

poster panels. A plaque above each cabinet will read “Ellicott City Historic District.”

A wayfaring kiosk is not specifically addressed in the Guidelines. However, there

are Guidelines with respect to street furniture that are applicable. In compliance with the

Guidelines> the proposed kiosk will be constructed of wood. It is of a traditional, historic

design which does not detract from the setting. Further, the black color is appropriate and

is compatible with the setting. The kisok blends well with Ellicott CitY’s historlc fabrlc-

With respect to the location, the kiosk with be placed in the center of a small pocket

park9 not on a narrow sidewalk. The kiosk will not impede vehicular or pedestrian traffic

as recommended. Further, Howard County Department of Public Works9 the propertY

owner> will coordinate with the foundation of the kiosk and infill any visible areas outside
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the base of the kiosk with brick to match the adjacent walkway in accord with the

Guidelines.

For these reasons, and for the reasons identified in the Staff Report, and the reasons

stated by the Commission, the Commission concludes that the proposed work will not

impair the historic and architectural value of the surrounding area. The application

I „,mpli„ with th, G„id,li„„ ,„d ,t,„d„d, ,ppli„bl, t, th, Ellie,tt City Historic District. I
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ORDER AND CERTIFICATE OF APPROVAL

Based on the foregoing Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, by a majority

,,t,, it i, this J day of n(C£VnkXJf 2022. ORDERED, that the

Applicant’s request for a Certificate of Approval to make exterior alterations at the Subject

Property9 is APPROVED as amended and detailed herein.

HOWARD COUNTY HISTORIC
PRESERVATION COMMISSION

3„„:=,h'L ..

A,had
aL- fC\L- Gay

Ellen Flynn Giles

APPROVED for Form and Legal Sufficiency:

HOWARD COUNTY OFFICE OF LAW

X:’giF=

iskins
tant County Solicitor

ANY PERSON AGGRIEVED BY THIS DECISION AND ORDER/CERTIFICATE OF
APPROVAL MAY APPEAL THE DECISION TO THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR
HOWARD COUNTY WITHIN THIRTY DAYS OF THE DATE OF THE DECISION.
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IN THE MATTER OF
THE APPLICATION OF
R. ZACHARY HOLLENBECK 8

FOR A CERTIFICATE OF APPROVAL +
TO MAKE EXTERIOR ALTERATIONS
AT 8125 MAIN STREET 8
ELLICOTT CITY, MARYLAND

8 + + + + + + + + + + + + +

8 BEFORE THE

HOWARD COUNTY

HISTORIC PRESERVATION

COMMISSION

Case No. 22-43
# # # # # # # # # # # # #

DECISION AND ORDER

Pursuant to Title 169 Subtitle 69 of the Howard County Code, notice having been

properly published2 the Historic Preservation Commission (“Commission“) convened a

public hearing on November 39 2022 to hear and consider the application of R. Zachary

Hollenbe(,.k9 AI A9 Howard County Department of Public Works (“Applicant“), for a

Certificate of Approval to make exterior alterations at 8125 Main Street, Ellicott CitY,

Maryland (the “Subject Property”). The Commission members present were Erica Zoren,

Bruno Reich) Julianne Danna and Ellen Flynn Giles. The following documents,

incorporated into the record by reference, are applicable to this case: (1) the appropriate

provisions of the Howard County Charter and the Howard County Code, including the

Howard County Zoning Regulations; (2) the General Plan for Howard County; (3) the

application for a Certificate of Approval and associated records on file with the

Commission; (4) the Agenda for the November 3, 2022 Commission meeting; (5) the

Ellicott City Historic District Design Guidelines, MaY9 1998 (the “Design Guidellnes“ or

“Guidelines”); and (6) the general design guidelines listed in Rule 107 of the Commission’s

Rules of Procedure.
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Summary of Testimony

Ms. Samantha Holmes, Staff to the Commission, presented the application,

identifying the work proposed by the Applicant for which approval is requested, and the

Staff’s recommendation and the basis for the recommendation. Copies of Staffs

recommendation and the application were provided to each Commission member and

reviewed with the Commission by Ms. Holmes. The Applicant testified in support of the

application.

Findings of Fact

Based upon the evidence, the Commission makes the following findings of fact:

The Subject Property

This property is located in the Ellicott City Historic District. According to articles

from the Ellicott City Times, the building was constructed in 1926 and was designed by

architect Stanislaus Russell of Baltimore. The building was significantly damaged in the

2016 noodp restored and repaired and then significantly damaged again in the 2018 flood,

with almost the entire first floor front fagade destroyed. In May 2019, in case HPC-19-18,

the rear portion of the building over the stream was demolished and the building was

stabilized.

B. Proposed Improvements

The Applicant proposes to restore and reconstruct the front fagade and storefront of

the Caplan’s Department Store building. The application explains that “the fagade was

severely damaged in the May 2018 flood and many of the pre-flood components are gone.

The primary intent is to re-construct the fagade to its pre-flood condition, with some

A.
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aesthetic differences that are a result of creating a wet-flood-proofed condition so the

fagade is better able to withstand future floods.“

The application also provides background information on the floodproofing:

“The work completed as part of this project will result in a wet-flood-proofed

structure (one that accommodates the pressures resulting from allowing water to enter and

exit the building in controlled locations) that is a "cold dark shell." Future phases will

provide mechanical9 electrical and plumbing services into the building and will finish

building out the enclosure from the inside.

The fagade is designed to withstand forces from rushing water and debris that would

result from future flooding that occurs before the implementation of the Howard County

Safe and Sound Plan. The forces, or hydraulic parameters, are based on a memo from

McCormick Taylor dated July 1 1, 2022.. .“

The application details the previously existing conditions of the first-floor front

fagade of the building, prior to flood damage.

Pre-Flood Storefront Conditions:

1. Pre_flood materials – assumed aluminum frame and tempered or laminated glass.

Characteristic of early 20th century storefronts, Caplan’s storefronts projected out

from the face of building and created a deeply recessed entry flanked by the two

angled storefronts.

2. Pre-flood color – metal door frame anodized.

3. Pre-flood storefront window sash arrangement – Single large-format llghts9 no

rnuntrns.



4. Pre-flood base/plinth – low plinth was clad in green marble. At sidewalk high point

(west side of building) plinth was about 8 inches above sidewalk. At sidewalk low

point (east side of building), plinth was about 2 feet 4 inches above sidewalk.

5. Pre-flood storefront roof – the angled storefronts were capped with an ornamental

copper cornice and a flat roof that drained to the side via a small exposed

downspout.

Pre-Flood Recessed Entry and Sidewalk Extensions:

6. Pre-flood material at grade – Terrazzo topping over concrete base, sloped up to

entry bay.

7. Pre-flood color at grade – Green terrazzo matrix with zinc control strips and inlay

zinc letters spelling out “CAPLANS.”

8. Pre-flood ceiling material and color: Painted plaster barrel vault, painted light blue.

9. Pre-flood light fixtures – One pendant remains suspended from the ceiling. In

addition9 the projecting flat canopy over the front doors (no longer extant) held nine

semi-recessed glass bell-shaped fixtures.

Regarding the design and alterations involved in the restoration and floodproofing,

the application explains that the lst floor front fagade proposes the following design and

constructron:

Proposed Storefront Restoration/Alterations

a) Storefront Window Structure (lst floor of building) – Overall frame of storefront

structure will be an aluminum frame with a concealed steel structure with large

format9 insulated glass. The basis of the design is Fenex, and the storefront windows

are designed to be a flood-proof window with glass resistant to impacts. The
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storefront windows will consist of single large format glass to match the pre-flood

condition. The glass panels flanking the recessed entryway, will be divided into two

panels9 separated by a mullion in order to reduce the weight and size of the glass

required at these locations. (Staff note – this will be comparable to the original

design of the building. Prior to the 2016 flood, the display windows consisted of a

divided window in the recessed area on the east side of the building and on the

recessed west side area9 a wood door next to an aluminum framed glass door

integrated into the storefront display area. See Figure 14.) The redesigned storefront

windows bays will be the most visible change, with thicker mullions designed to

withstand flood-level water pressures, and other impacts from debris.

b) Existing limestone cladding – Restore limestone horizontal banding.

c) Limestone cladding – Install new matching limestone cladding at east and west

ends of the fagade. Mortar to match existing color. See Drawing Sheet A201.

d) Existing transom windows – Restore transom windows.

e) New transom windows – Install new wood 4 light (vertical lights) transom

windows to match the ones lost during the 2018 flood. Windows to be pmnted

white, to match existing. See Drawing Sheet A600.

f) Doors – Install new glass and gray anodized aluminum double doors to be one light

over one panel, with flood vents filling bottom panel (see Drawing Sheet A60C)).

Entry doors will be similar in design to the pre-flood doors, with thicker stiles and

rails designed to withstand floodwater pressures and storm vents in the bottom

panel.
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g) Green marble base – Install new

base lost during the 2018 flood.

green marble/serpentine base to match the marble

h) Copper cornice/roof – New flat seam copper cornice and roof, sloped to drain at

far sides, capped with replicated ornamental copper cornice trim to match the

salvaged original copper trim. (See Drawing Sheet A505)

i) Ramp–New ramped terrazzo sidewalk extension at entry. The terrazzo design will

mimic what was there but was destroyed by the flood.

j) Handrails – Install two new handrails added at the new ramped terrazzo sidewalk

extension (handrails did not previously exist on building).

Pre-Flood Recessed Entry and Sidewalk Extensions:

k) Proposed at-grade flooring materials and color: Tenazzo topping over concrete

base, sloped up to entry bay. Color to match that found in photographs.

1) Ramp – New ramped terrazzo sidewalk extension at entry.

m) Ceiling – Existing to remain, paint blue to match existing color.

n) Light fixture – The suspended pedant light fixture will remain and be restored in

a future phase. The flat canopy over the doors will be rebuilt and conduit runs will

be provided for future installation and circuitry of nine semi-recessed fixtures

similar to the previously existing features.

C. Staff Report

Secretary of the Interior Standards for Rehabilitation:

Standard 6 - Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than replaced. Where
the severity of deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature
shall match the old in design, color, texture and, where possible, materials. Replacement
of missing features shall be substantiated by documentary and physical evidence .
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Chapter 6.G: Rehabilitation and Maintenance of Existing Buildings; Entrances
1) Chapter 6.(J states, “When a new door is needed, it should reflect the character of

the original door.
a. Chapter 6.(J recommends, “When repair is not possible, replace historic

doors and entrance features with .features of the same size, style and .nnish.

Chapter 6.H: Rehabilitation and Maintenance of Existing Buildings; Windows
2) Chapter 6.H recommends, “ When repair is not possible, replace original windows,

frames and related details with features that .nt the original openings and are of the
same style, material, .fInish and window pane corPguration. If possible, reproduce
frame size and proDle cmd muntin detailing.

Chapter 6.K: Rehabilitation and Maintenance of Existing Buildings; Storefronts
3) Chapter 6.K recommends.

a. “Repair historic metal, glass, stone or wood details. If elements are too
deteriorated to repair, replace in kind or with compatible substitute
materials

b. Design new storefronts to fIt within the .Orst floor building openings as
.formed by columns, piers and cornices.

As shown in Figure 109 the entire first floor of the storefront was destroyed by the

2018 no(.)d9 with the exception of the barrel-vaulted ceiling and a few transom windows.

While there may be other Secretary of the Interior Standards that are applicable to this

scenario, Standard 6 for Rehabilitation is still applicable. The new features to be added

back will match the old in design, color, texture and as closely as possible in material. The

proposed replacement of the missing features is substantiated by documentary and physical

evidence. The green marble will be replaced to match as best as possible, as will the

terrazzo flooring within the recessed entryway.

The current Design Guidelines do not address floodproofing and the storefront will

have slight variations from the original design for this purpose. The original thln alumlnum

storefront window framing will now be thicker and be reinforced with an aluminum frame

with a concealed steel structure in order to hold flood resistant storefront glass. The doors

will be similar in style to the original with anodized aluminum frames, but will contain
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Hood vents. These noodproofing elements will enable this structure to withstand potential

future noods9 be put back into use! and have been designed in a way that restores the

building very similar to its original appearance.

D. Staff Recommendation

Staff recommends the HPC approve the application as submitted.

Testimony

Ms. Zoren swore in Anath Ranon, with Quinn Evans and Steve Schwenk with

Quinn Evans. Mr. Hollenbeck was previously sworn in.

Ms. R.anon said the key items were captured in the staff report and said they were

trying to restore and reconstruct what was missing, using salvaged items when possIble or

photographic evidence.

She said wet noodproofing allows water to come in to reduce pressure between the

outside and the inside of the structure. She said explained the wet flood proofing was

important because the building will be restored before the Safe and Sound Plan is complete

and there could be a chance of another flood. Ms. Zoren asked where the flood vents were.

Ms Ranon said the vents are in the front doors and the east side of the building, but said

the east side of the building will not be visible. She said the front doors may be replaced

after Safe and Sound is complete because flood levels would be lower.

Mr. Reich said they have done a fantastic job and he appreciates the attentlon to

detail and reconstructing the materials. He said the onIY visual impact is the thlcker

mullions and he finds it is an improvement from what was previousIY theres as a masonrY

building there was visually too much glass there. He said that no two pieces of marbles are

E.
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the same9 but this was a very close match. He said this is an iconic building on Main Street

and it was really important to do this project right.

Ms. Danna asked if the flood vent will allow water to flow inside and then out of

the building and Ms. Ranon said that was correct. Ms. Danna asked about the side of the

building. Ms. Ranon said on the east side, where there is a small space next to the Johnson’s

building there will be a flood vent and on the back/south side there will be a vent. Ms.

Danna asked how they were anticipating water getting into the building in order to leave

through the vents. Ms. Ranon explained the modeling done by the engineers shows water

coming down the same as before on Main Street and the Tiber behind the building, and

although they have removed the back ofCaplan’s, the pressure would still be high, and the

water would hit 6 or 7 feet! similar to the 2016 and 2018 floods, and the water will find a

way in the building. She said the vents allow the water to leave, likening it to the tide

coming in and out. She explained this building will not be serviced yet with mechanical

and electrical and the building materials can withstand being wet.

Ms. Danna asked about a historic photo of the building and staff showed a 1926

newspaper article with a photo of the building. Ms. Danna wanted to know if the bay

storefront windows were original and they can be seen in the article.

Ms. Danna asked about the lights. Ms. Ranon said there are two kinds of lights,

pendant lights that are still there and 9 semi-recessed lights in the canopY above the door.

Ms. Ranon said they will add conduit in the canopy, but not are servicing the building wlth

electrical and will restore the light fixtures in a future phase.



Ms. Flynn Giles echoed the other Commission’s comments regarding the

restoration. Ms. Flynn Giles said the flood vents on the front would also assist with any

rise from the Patapsco River flooding.

Ms. Zoren agreed with the other Commissioners. She said the materials selections

complied with the Guidelines, using the marbles and limestone. She said while the mullions

are thicker, the integrity of the design matches that pre-flood.

F. Motion

Ms. Flynn Giles moved to approve the application for 8125 Main Street as

submit-ted. Ms. Danna seconded. The motion was unanimously approved.

Conclusions of Law

Based upon the foregoing Findings of Fact, the Commission concludes as follows:

A. Standards of Review

The standards for review of an application for a Certificate of Approval are set forth

in Section 16.607 of the Howard County Code and require consideration of:

(1) The historic, architectural, or archaeological value or significance of the
structure and its relationship to the historic value of the surrounding area;
(2) The relationship of the exterior architectural features of such structure to the
remainder of the structure and to the surrounding area;
(3) The general compatibility of exterior design, scale, proportion,
arrangement, texture and materials proposed to be used; and
(4) Any other factors, including aesthetic factors, which the Commission deems
to be pertinent.

Section 16.607(c) of the Code further provides:

It is the intent of this subtitle that the Commission be strict in its judgment of plans

for contributing structures. It is also the intent of this subtitle that the Commission
shall be lenient in its judgment of plans for structures of little historic value or plans
for new construction9 except where such plans would seriously impair the historic
or architectural value of surrounding structures or the surrounding area-
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Section 16.607(d) authorizes the Commission to adopt guidelines for its review of

applications based on the standards set forth in the Code. Pursuant to this authority, the

Commission has adopted the Ellicott City Historic District Design Guidelines. Chapter 6

sets forth the relevant recommendations for Rehabilitation and Maintenance of Existing

Buildings in the Historic District, as detailed in the Findings of Fact, part C.

B. Application of Standards

Applying these standards and guidelines to the Subject Property, the Commission

finds that it contributes to Ellicott City’s historic significance. ConsequentIY, rn revlewlng

the application9 the Commission will be strict in its judgment. The Commission finds that

the Applicant’s proposal would not impair the historic or architectural value of the

surrounding area. The Commission finds that the proposal is consistent with the

Guidelines. The evidence supports this conclusion.

The Applicant seeks approval to restore and reconstruct the front fagade and

storefront of the Caplan’s Department Store building. The fagade was severeIY damaged in

the May 2018 flood and many of the pre-flood components are gone. The prlmarY lntent is

to re_construct the fagade to its pre-flood condition, with some aesthetic differences that

are a result of creating a wet-flood-proofed condition so the fagade is better able to

withstand future floods.

with the exception of the original thin aluminum storefront framing, the proposed

restoration and reconstruction will match the prior design, color, and texture and materlals

as closely as possible. Specifically, with respect to the materials, the prior green marble

will be replaced to match as best as possible9 as will the tenazzo flooring within the

recessed entryway. with respect to original thin aluminum storefront framing, the

Applicant proposes that the window framing be thicker and be reinforced with an
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aluminum frame with a concealed steel structure in order to hold flood resistant storefront

glass. The doors will be similar in style to the original with anodized aluminum frames, but

will contain flood vents. These floodproofing elements will enable this structure to

withstand potential future floods. While there will be thicker mullions, the storefront will

be very similar to its original appearance and the structure will maintain its design integrity.

Accordingly, the proposed restoration and reconstructions is in compliance with the

Guidelines.

For these reasons, and for the reasons identified in the Staff Report, and the reasons

stated by the Commission, the Commission concludes that the proposed work will not

impair the historic and architectural value of the surrounding area. The application

complies with the Guidelines and standards applicable to the Ellicott City Historic District.
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ORDER AND CERTIFICATE OF APPROVAL

Based on the foregoing Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, by a vote of 4 to

0) it is this ._ day of >Umlbr, 2022, ORDERED, that the

Applicant’s request for a Certificate of Approval to make exterior alterations at the Subject

Property, is APPROVED.

HOWARD COUNTY HISTORIC
PRESERVATION COMMISSION

Z= 1C h a i r J+ 4

BA-I L.(
""'“:“ 44

/C

lulianne

ill,i Fl;K7£R

APPROVED for Form and Legal Sufficiency:

HOWARD COUNTY OFFICE OF LAW

Senior Assistant County Solicitor

ANY PERSON AGGRIEVED BY THIS DECISION AND ORDER/CERTIFICATE OF
APPROVAL MAY APPEAL THE DECISION TO THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR
HOWARD COUNTY WITH IN THIRTY DAYS OF THE DATE OF THE DECISION.
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IN THE MATTER OF 8 BEFORE THE
THE APPLICATION OF
FrNN RAMSLAND # HOWARD COUNTY

FOR A CERTIFICATE OF APPROVAL + HISTORIC PRESERVATION
TO MAKE EXTERIOR ALTERATIONS
AT 6060 OLD LAWYERS HILL ROAD 8 COMMISSION
ELKRIDGE, MARYLAND

# Case No. 20-44
8 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 8888888 + + + + + 8 # #

DECISION AND ORDER

Pursuant to Title 16, Subtitle 6, of the Howard County Code, notice having been

properly published, the Historic Preservation Commission (“Commission“) convened a

public hearing on November 3, 2022 to hear and consider the application of Finn Ramsland

(“Applicant”)9 for a Certificate of Approval to make exterior alterations at 6060 Old

Lawyers Hill Road, Elkridge, Maryland (the “Subject Property”). The Commission

members present were Erica Zoren, Bruno Reich, Julianne Danna and Ellen Flynn Giles.

The following documents, incorporated into the record by reference, are applicable to this

case: (1 ) the appropriate provisions of the Howard County Charter and the Howard County

Code9 including the Howard County Zoning Regulations; (2) the General Plan for Howard

County; (3) the application for a Certificate of Approval and associated records on file with

the Commission; (4) the Agenda for the November 3, 2022 Commission meeting; (5) the

Lawyer’s Hill Historic District Design Guidelines, May, 1998 (the “Design Guidelines” or

“Guidelines”); and (6) the general design guidelines listed in Rule 107 of the Commission’s

Rules of Procedure.

Summary of Testimony

Ms. Samantha Holmes9 Staff to the Commission, presented the application,

identifying the work proposed by the Applicant for which approval is requested, and the
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Staffs recommendation and the basis for the recommendation. Copies of Staffs

recommendation and the application were provided to each Commission member and

reviewed with the Commission by Ms. Holmes. The Applicant testified in support of the

application.

Findings of Fact

Based upon the evidence) the Commission makes the following findings of fact:

The Subject Property

This property is located in the Lawyers Hill Historic District. The property is also

listed on the Historic Sites Inventory as HO-447, Maycroft. According to the Historic Sites

Inventory form9 the building on the property was constructed in 1871 by Charles G. Mayer,

husband of Susan Dobbin Mayer who was the daughter of George Washington Dobbin,

prominent lawyer9 judge and educator who built his home on the hill, later known as

Lawyers Hill in his honor. The Inventory form notes the building as a fine example of the

Queen Anne style9 that remains today much as it was when originally constructed. The

Inventory form states:

A.

“It is built in an L plan in the Queen Anne Style with frame siding for the first floor

and ash scale shingling above. Two gabled roof dormer windows are set into the west side

and one into the east side of the gabled roof of the main section of the house which is a

four bay wide! four bay deep9 two and a half story, gabled roof (running north-south) frame

structure with tall corbeled brick square chimney set into the middle of the west side of the

roof line. The two dormers on the west hold double hung rectangular windows with

fourteen square lights around one light over one light, while the rectangular9 double hung
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window on the east side holds six-over-one lights with fish scale shingling decorating its

pediment.

A two-story high gabled roof (running east-west) wing extends from the north side

of the east wall. Its first floor has a continuous one-story high bay window built on a stone

foundation running along the east, north and south sides of this section holding two

rectangular windows on each of the three elevations and forming a beautiful and charming

dining room with mantle niece in the middle of its north wall.“

The Applicant received Advisory Comments from the Commission in June 2022

for the proposed addition and exterior alterations. The Commission did not see any issues

with the composite deck material on the rear deck, but expressed concern for how the

walkway would look adjacent to the historic porch and what it would look like overall. The

Commission said decks are usually completely on the back or far from the front elevation.

They said the side deck will change the look of the house and could appear awkward, with

the historic wood painted porch and composite decking abutting it. They questioned if the

historic porch and side deck need to connect. Regarding the proposed addition, the

Commission explained that the Guidelines recommend against building additions on the

front of the house and recommend an offset to distinguish new construction. The

Commission suggested the addition wall be set back 1 or 2 feet from the main front door

wall, letting the main elevation read as such and have the addition offset.

B. Proposed Improvements

The Applicant proposes to make the following alterations:

New Porch Enclosure/Addition and Corresponding Alterations:
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1) Construct an addition on the front of the house, enclosing a portion of the

existing porch. The addition will be sided in wood German lap siding, painted off-white to

match that existing on the house.

2) Existing Door A (circled in green in the Agenda) is located on the left side of

the house and serves as the dining room door. Existing Door A – proposed to be moved to

the new addition/enclosure on the front fagade of the house.

3) To replace Existing Door A, the Applicant proposes to move Door D from

the front fagade of the house.

4) Move Door D from the front fagade of the house to the left side dining room

door (replacing Door A as shown in the Agenda).

5) Front fagade of house – Proposed relocation of Door A (from left side of

house/dining room as shown in picture below, circled in green in the Agenda).

6) Set of four 15 over 1 light windows (see pink in the Agenda) – move to new

porch addition/enclosure.

7) Install new 6-foot wide sliding glass door in location of previous 15 over 1

light windows (see blue in the Agenda).

8) Remove non-historic door and install new Pella wood windows (painted off-

white) to match the existing historic windows (see purple in the Agenda).

9) Transom over modern doors (see purple circle – existing right-side elevation

in the Agenda) will be moved over the new wood sliding door (blue circle – proposed right

side elevation in the Agenda).

10) Install new deck adjacent to historic front porch, connecting around right side

of house to existing back deck. Proposed deck railings to match historic porch railings.
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New deck material to be TimberTech Porch Collection composite deck boards in slate gray

with a wood grain.

11) Install stair case from existing deck to backyard using TimberTech Porch

Collection composite deck boards in slate gray with a wood grain.

12) Replace existing pressure treated rear deck boards using TimberTech Porch

Collection composite deck boards in slate gray with a wood grain.

Repairs to Historic Structure:

13) Repair and repaint siding, trim and shutters – this item has been withdrawn

and the Applicant will resubmit at a future date.

C. Staff Report

Chapter 7: New Construction: Additions, Porches, Garages and Outbuildings
1) Chapter 7. Recommends.

a. “ Attach additions to the side or rear of a historic building. Design and place
additions to avoid damaging or obscuring key architectural features of the
historic building.

b. “ Design additions to be subordinate to the historic building in size, height,
scale and detail and to allow the form of the original structure to be seen.
Distinguish an addition from the original structure by using vertical trim or
a setback or offset between the old section and the new.“

c. “ Design additions so that if they were to be removed in the future, the form
and integrity of the original structure would be unimpaired. “

The location of the addition will be on the front side of the house, and it will be

constructed underneath and within the existing porch. A deck is proposed to be constructed

off the historic porch, in order to wrap around the right side of the house and connect to

the existing deck. The deck railings will match the historic porch railings in design, color

and material. The deck will be constructed adjacent to the historic porch, but it is not clear

if the decking will be run perpendicular to the house (from the house to the yard, matching
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the orientation of the historic porch), or if the deck boards will be installed parallel to the

historic house.

2) Chapter 7 recommends.
a. “Use window sash patterns that repeat or are similar to the sash patterns

of existing windows. Sliding glass doors, picture windows and skylights are
generally out of character for Lawyers Hill's historic buildings, but they
may be used if not on a primary facade or in a highly visible location.

The Applicant proposes to install a sliding glass door, but it will not be in a highly

visible location and will have a 15-light arrangement on each door. The Applicant also

proposes to remove a modern door and install two new windows to match the historic

windows on the right side of the building, which complies with Guideline

recommendations.

3) Chapter 7 recommends:
b. “use exterior materials (including roof, walls and foundations) similar to

or compatible with the texture and color of those on the existing building
c. “For frame construction, use wood siding rather than aluminum, vinyl and

other synthetic materials. Synthetic siding may be used on additions not
visible from a public road. “

d. “Construct porches, decks, stoops and exterior stairs of painted wood
rather than poured concrete or unpainted wood. “

The siding for the proposed front porch addition/enclosure will be German lap

siding, painted off-white to match the existing. The application proposes to swltch two

doors) moving a door from the left side of the house to the new addition, and moving a

door that will be enclosed by the new addition to the missing left side door.

The existing historic porch flooring is constructed of painted wood. The existing

deck> adjacent to the family room is constructed of pressure treated wood. The new

decking? which will not be highly visible from the public road and will connect to the

historic porch to the existing dec.kp is proposed to be composite in a slate gray color. The

Guidelines recommend that porches, decks and stooPS be constructed of painted wood
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rather than concrete or unpainted wood. The Applicant proposes to use TimberTech, Porch

Collection composite deck boards in the slate gray color with a wood grain, in a 3.13-inch-

wide board to match the width of the historic porch floor.

Chapter 6.1: Rehabilitation and Maintenance of Existing Buildings; Windows and
Storm Windows

4) Chapter 6.1 recommends.
a. “ Maintain existing window openings. If openings must be removed, added

or altered to accommodate changes such as enlargement of the building,
limit such changes to the sides or backs of buildings (not on primary facades
or facades visible from a public road) . “

b. “Maintain and repair existing window sas tIes, frames and trim. Maintain
glazing, putty and paint Dnishes. Install weatherstripping to reduce air
infIltration.

c. “If replacement is necessary, use windows that bt the original openings and
are made of materials and in a style compatible with the style of the house.

The proposal complies with the recommendation to limit the alteration of window

openings to the sides and back of the building that are not visible form a public road, rather

than the front fagade or highly visible portion of the house. The set of four 15 over 1 light

windows will be retained and moved to the proposed addition/enclosure, next to their

existing location. This side of the house is very minimally visible from Old Lawyers Hill

Road.

The application also complies with the Guidelines in the proposal for Windows C

– in which modern doors are proposed to be removed from the right-side elevation and two

decorative Queen Anne style windows (Windows C) will be installed in place of the

previous doors, matching the other windows on that bay.

Chapter 6.K: Rehabilitation and Maintenance of Existing Buildings; Entrances
5) Chapter 6.K recommends.

a. “ Maintain and repair original doors, door frames, sidetights and transoms,
weatherstrip doors to reduce air inDUration.
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The proposal to switch door locations on the house is not addressed by the

Guidelines9 but the doors will be maintained. The door on the front fagade, which would

be covered by the proposed addition/enclosure, will be moved to the left side of the building

and retained.

D. Staff Recommendation

Staff recommends the HPC determine if the proposal to construct the porch

enclosure/addition) the deck expansion, the new right-side deck door and the switching of

the left and front doors complies with the Guidelines, and approve, modify or deny

accordingly .

Staff recommends the HPC approve the proposal to remove the modern door and

add historically appropriate windows on the right-side elevation.

E. Testimony

Ms. Zoren swore in Finn Ramsland. Mr. Ramsland clarified that they would

propose to run the Timber’Tech decking vertical to the house, not horizontal to the house,

matching the run of the historic porch.

Ms. Flynn Giles said she did not have any specific questions and felt she understood

the proposal.

Mr. Reich said he thought he understood the proposal as well. He said the addition

made sense9 by just squaring off the house under the porch and retaining the large wrap

around porch so the historic appearance remains the same. He said swapping the doors is

a good idea9 rather than trying to replace them. He said the slider on the right is fine, it is

out of view and retains the same type of window division.
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Mr. Reich asked if the composite decking will be added to the new deck because it

is not covered and is exposed to the weather. Mr. Ramsland said the deck is currently

exposed and does not get a lot of sun and constantly rots. Mr. Reich asked what the stairs

would be made out of. Mr. Ramsland said the framing would be wood, the decking

composite and the railings wood to match the historic. Mr. Reich asked about the new

siding materials and Mr. Ramsland said it will all be wood, stating they may be able to

salvage everything they need for the project from the existing siding and re-use it.

Ms. Danna asked if the doors/windows on the front fagade will be the same design,

with the swapping of Doors A and D. Mr. Ramsland said that was correct. Ms. Danna asked

if the composite will match the color of the historic house porch. Mr. Ramsland said it

would match. Ms. Danna said she understood the reason for the composite given the

moisture problems.

Ms. Zoren said the addition will improve the character of the house, making

consistent window head heights, and by re-using door and windows. Ms. Zoren said the

side deck appears more as an elevated walkway, rather than a deck and found it will not be

highly visible.

F. Motion

Ms. Flynn Giles moved to approve the application as submitted. Mr. Reich

seconded. The motion was unanimously approved.

Conclusions of Law

Based upon the foregoing Findings of Fact, the Commission concludes as follows:

A. Standards of Review
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The standards thr revrew ot an applrcatron tor a Certllrcate OI Approval are set Ioru1

in Section 16.607 of the Howard County Code and require consideration of:

(1) The historic, architectural, or archaeological value or significance of the
structure and its relationship to the historic value of the surrounding area;
(2) The relationship of the exterior architectural features of such structure to the
remainder of the structure and to the surrounding area;
(3) The general compatibility of exterior design, scale, proportion,
arrangement, texture and materials proposed to be used; and
(4) Any other factors, including aesthetic factors, which the Commission deems
to be pertinent.

Section 16.607(c) of the Code further provides:

It is the intent of this subtitle that the Commission be strict in its judgment of plans
for contributing structures. It is also the intent of this subtitle that the Commission
shall be lenient in its judgment of plans for structures of little historic value or plans
for new construction> except where such plans would seriously impair the historic
or architectural value of surrounding structures or the surrounding area.

Section 16.607(d) authorizes the Commission to adopt guidelines for its review of

applications based on the standards set forth in the Code. Pursuant to this authority, the

Commission has adopted the Lawyer’s Hill Historic District Design Guidelines. Chapter

7 sets forth the relevant recommendations of New Construction: Additions, Porches,

Garages and Outbuildings in the Historic District, as detailed in the Findings of Fact.

Chapter 6 sets forth the relevant recommendations of Rehabilitation and Maintenance of

Existing Buildings in the Historic District, as detailed in the Findings of Fact, part C

B. Application of Standards

Applying these standards and guidelines to the Subject Property, the Commission

finds that it contributes to the historic significance of Lawyer’s Hill. ConsequentIY) in

reviewing the application, the Commission will be strict in its judgment. The Commission

finds that the Applicant’s proposal would not impair the historic or architectural value of
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the surrounding area. The Commission finds that the proposal is consistent with the

Guidelines. The evidence supports this conclusion.

The Applicant proposes to construct an addition on the front of the house, enclosing

a portion of the existing porch. Since the addition will be constructed underneath and

within the existing porch, the historic appearance remains the same. In compliance with

the Guidelines9 material and colors that match the existing structure will be used.

Specifically> the addition sided in wood German lap siding, painted off-white to match that

existing on the house. As such, the addition will not detract from the integrity of the

historic structure or surrounding area.

With respect to the switching and moving of the doors, the doors will be retained

and reused which complies with the Guidelines. Further, the inappropriate modern door

will be removed which is consistent with the Guidelines. The transom over the modern

door will be re-used over a new 6-foot-wide sliding glass door which is proposed. The

new 6 foot-wide sliding glass door will replace 15 over 1 windows. While a sliding glass

door is not typical for the Lawyers Hill Historic District, the one proposed will maintain

the same window division and will be placed such that it is not highly visible.

The removed door will be replaced by new Pella wood windows. The wood

windows9 which is historically appropriate, will be painted off-white to match the existing

historic windows. Additionally9 the Applicant proposed to move a set of four 15 over 1

light windows to new porch addition/enclosure. As with the doors, reusing the windows

is consistent with the Guidelines. Further, the proposal limits the alteration of window

openings to the sides and back of the building that are not visible form a public road.
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The Applicant also proposed to install a new deck adjacent to historic front porch,

connecting around right side of house to existing back deck. The proposed deck railings

will match historic porch railings. Due to moisture concerns in the location of the new

deck9 the applicant proposes to construct it using TimberTech Porch Collection composite

deck boards in slate gray with a wood grain. The new deck will not be highly visible from

the public road. Further9 in addition color, the TimberTech, Porch Collection composite

deck boards will be 3.13-inch-wide boards to match the width of the historic porch floor.

A new stair case from the existing deck to the backyard is also proposed. The

framing is to be wood. The railings would also be wood to match the historic porch

railings. The Applicant proposes to install the TimberTech, Porch Collection composite

deck boards described above. The TimberTech, Porch Collection composite deck boards

are also proposed to replace existing pressure treated rear deck boards. As with the new

deck9 the stair case and rear deck are not highly visible from the public road. The material

matches in color and size. As such, it is compatible with the existing structure.

For these reasons> and for the reasons identified in the Staff Report, and the reasons

stated by the Commission, the Commission concludes that the proposed work will not

impair the historic and architectural value of the surrounding area. The apphcatlon

complies with the Guidelines and standards applicable to the LawYer’s Hlll Hlstonc

District
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ORDER AND CERTIFICATE OF APPROVAL

Based on the foregoing Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, by a vote of 4 to

0, it is this__ d,y of I)ec(Mba , 2022, ORDERED, that the

Applicant’s request for a Certificate of Approval for exterior alterations at the Subject

Property, is APPROVED.

HOWARD COUNTY HISTORIC
PRESERVATION COMMISSION

i#

b

June Danila

APPROVED for Form and Legal Sufficiency :

HOWARD COUNTY OFFICE OF LAW

Senior Assistant County Solicitor

ANY PERSON A(,(,RIE.VED BY THIS DECISION AND ORDER/CERTIFICATE OF
APPROVAL MAY APPEAL THE DE(,-ISION TO THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR
HOWARD COUNTY WITHIN THIRTY DAYS OF THE DATE OF THE DECISION.
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